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to decide what should go over them! When social workers have defined what it is they do,
one can then ask 'Is what they do us-ful? How do we know it is useful? How far is it inalien-
able, or how far could others do it if they had the time?'

The issue of crisis was discussed. Doctors and social workers tend to get in touch only in
times of crisis; how can we both cope with crises, and yet leave the opportunity for more
constructive work and communication? For it is only by increasing preventive work and
innovating methods of work that long-term results can be achieved; yet both professions
are forced to operate at criiss level most of the time.

The importance of continuity of care was stressed. At present there is often far too little
contact between hospital and community, and between general practitioners and social workers.
As more and larger group practices develop, as larger teams work together, and more area
offices are set up, the problem may well become more acute. Further, social workers tend to
move from job to job rather frequently, and, if they do their job well, end up at a desk. We
need to look at ways of improving the career structure to reduce this high turnover and increase
opportunities at the field work level.

The desirability of more discussions was expressed again and again-even 'a continuing
dialogue over the next decade' was mentioned! We need more discussions with other branches
of the social services-hospitals, public health departments, community services, residential
homes, schools, etc., and discussions need to take place at local level, regional level, and national
level, at field level and policy level, both formally and informally. Somehow, too, we must
engage the interest of the 'uninterested' as well as the 'converted'.

The need for development of interdisciplinary training was emphasized. As the chairman
said in summing up-'it is not a bee in my bonnet, it is a whole hive!' Certainly the long-term
future of co-operation must lie in learning to work together, rather than having to work to-
gether.

Many more questions were asked than answered, but in less than two days, one could
hardly expect to solve such important problems as those that were raised. The main value of
the seminar, which made everyone think it was so worthwhile, was that by the end, people realized
they had communicated by talking about problems of communication, that they had worked
together by tackling problems of co-operation and that discussions had been started that would
inevitably lead to more understanding between the professions.

RESEARCH INTO CANADA

Transatlantic communications had been imperfect throughout the summer, occasioned
in part by a post office strike in Canada, but an invitation was received by four members of the
Research Committee of Council of the British College to form a visiting Seminar to meet
members of the Canadian College of Family Physicians and discuss matters of interest to each.
Thus each member of the British party took his turn to lean on the Air Canada bookings desk
at Heathrow Airport while tickets were written out in meticulous detail and the departure of
a DC8L was delayed by forty minutes-during which time the 'frisking' policeman took fright
on finding a metal cylinder in one of the traveller's pockets, which turned out to be a low reading
clinical thermometer.

The group landed at Toronto to begin a programme which had been carefully prepared in
advance. First a conference of officers of Chapter Research Committees at a lakeside hotel
lasting four days, at the end of which the visitors were invited to attend a meeting of the Research
Committee of the Canadian College as observers. The visiting group was then split, one pair
travelling east, the other west, to meet and talk with doctors interested in research in practice
in all the provinces and territories of Canada. Any thoughts we may have had that this would
be a holiday were quickly dispersed and replaced by the excitement and intellectual challenge
their many research problems produced for us.
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First impressions are sometimes important and it was at once clear to the visitors that
there was no ice to be broken. Contact with old friends was renewed and new friends rapidly
made in a bus that took us dangerously to the Sherwood Inn at Muskoka. We were effectively
shaken together into a working group that held together throughout the conference that was to
follow. The Fall was beginning and the Ontario maples beginning to turn from green to gold
and crimson. Chipmunks greeted us as we unloaded luggage and were shown to rooms in
'cottages' by the lake shore.

Working sessions began on 23 September 1970 when proceedings were opened by Dr Jim
Collyer, whose inspiration and activity had contributed so greatly to the whole enterprise.
The first two papers were by the home team, Drs John Garson (Saskatchewan) and Bill Falk
(B.C.) and later the 'Faculty' was reinforced by Professor Ian McWhinney, first of the Research
Committee of the U.K. College and now of the University of Western Ontario. Problems of
disease nomenclature were discussed by Dr Robert Westbury (Alberta).a curtain raiser to
much further discourse later on.

Later on the first day Dr Donald Crombie (U.K.) spoke on clinical studies in family
practice after which the conference broke up into 'workshops' of six or seven members with a

subject to thrash out and with one of the visiting teams sitting in to comment. These 'work¬
shops' were a conspicuously successful feature of the conference. Held in different places,
with minor changes in the composition of each group and a controversial subject or project
to consider, they gave everyone a chance to contribute. One memorable 'workshop' was

reported by the chairman at a plenary session to round off the working day.
Next morning Dr Robin Pinsent gave a paper on the epidemiological opportunities and

responsibilities of general practice and there were further workshop sessions on such subjects
as obesity and suicide prevention, these being reported before the afternoon session at which
Dr Ekke Kuenssberg challenged all with a paper on organizational studies in practice. Work¬
shops and intensive discussions went on to the small hours, all the more successful for not
having been planned.

On Friday 25 September Dr Clifford Kay opened for the visiting team with an account
of the conduct of large-scale studies as exemplified by the Oral Contraception Study of which
he is recorder. He stressed the point that big projects were really the same as small ones and
the principles of design were given a good going over. The final workshop sessions were held,
each workshop group having by now been exposed to each of the visitors in turn and in the
afternoon Dr Kuenssberg summed up the whole conference and expressed the feelings of all
the visitors that Canadian research potential was developing in an exciting and stimulating
way, but care had to be taken that fascination of words and terminology did not prevent us

looking at the all important need: the search for facts to enable us to understand and rationalize
our work.

In session and out, in the lounge, on a motor cruiser on the lake, on seats under maples
in surprisingly warm sunshine, conversations were going on all the time. How can one adapt
a billing system to data recording? Why do you do this this way? Why not try that way?
This worked for us, you try it also. The extent to which the problems and principles of research
are common to both our Colleges needed no special emphasis, they were just accepted and
differences in the pattern of presentation of medical care seemed inessential and almost irrelevant
to the main theme.

On 26 September after the business meeting of the Research Committee the British
Group, feeling a little like the 'Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse' and hoping that their activitise
were more catalytic than catastrophic, broke into two, one pair to travel eastwards, the other
to the west.

Before leaving Ontario both pairs visited Professor McWhinney at the University of
Western Ontario. The eastbound pair, Drs Crombie and Kuenssberg remained there for three
days to take part in seminars and debate with students and staff alike in this magnificently
appointed university and Ian McWhinney's creation, the Department of Family Medicine,
where they can see through a glass.clearly.

It was fascinating to observe the undergraduate and postgraduate medical student were

both wearing a decidely jaded look as a result of project teaching. The pendulum seems to
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have swung the other way, that those being taught want facts, not the didactic teaching of the
past.

The journey from Toronto to Kingston, Ontario was made by the 'slowest' of three grades
of trains, the 160 mile journey being completed in 2\ hours. The return journey to Toronto
was made by bus which also covered the 160 miles, town centre to town centre, in 2\ hours
quietly and vibration free.

The University of Kingston provided another stop where social medicine and family
practice gave us the opportunity to present ideas on general-practice research and where we
heard of new community care teaching and experiments with familiar problems such as 'selection
of teaching practices'. Curiously enough our arrival coincided with that of the magnificent
specimen of steam engine, the 'Flying Scotsman' which was touring Canada.

Our visit to Montreal came at the height of medical political troubles, the consultants
having declined to accept the terms of the proposed Medicare for the Province of Quebec.
Thus everybody was attending a special medical meeting to thrash out this impasse which
meant that our activities were restricted to visiting general-practice premises. Clearly they
were within our range of experience and planning except that by having a Limited Company
for diagnostic procedures (x-ray and laboratory) in the basement, you can bill your own patients
for such investigations carried out on the premises of the Limited Company. The magnificent
vitality of this near London (England) sized town which achieved its burst of growth in the
last quarter of a century was best seen from the impressive hill park drive and on leaving by air.

New Brunswick is a quieter, more agricultural province and so appropriately we were able
to visit group practices and to discuss the ever present problems of management of such units,
and the role of the general practitioner in hospital. It seemed that the Atlantic was not so
divisible as one assumes, the problems of the importuning patient, the persistent defaulter,
the demanding patients, all being raised in the familiar context, except for one that we have
left behind; Bad Debts.

St John, New Brunswick, with its paradoxical tide race, its quite startling position on the
coast and sweeping through-ways and bridges, was as hospitable as it was remote.

Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, was next, where we were again exposed to
critical debates and searching exchanges of information in seminars in the Department of
Family Medicine of this new university. Teaching here, as in London (Ontario) is being
monitored by large-scale use of the one-way window, to allow the 'examination' of the patient
to be watched and later the performance of the student to be discussed and observed. An
unusually large investment in television equipment may make Dalhousie a pioneer in this
development. A most impressive net of postgraduate lectures and centres for the outlying
and remote community, with consultant teaching staff travelling regularly many thousands of
miles was most enviable and an example of co-ordinated postgraduate updating which we could
well attempt to copy.

A completely novel experience awaited us at Memorial University, St Johns, Newfoundland,
the university under the vice-chancellorship of Lord Taylor, where a medical school is being
introduced. The second year is now in session and what an interesting and exciting curriculum
these medicals are having. The many projects and developments reflected by the keenness and
awareness of the staff gave one the impression of a pot boiling over, with a tantalizing aroma
of all the new experiments and ideas. A most fascinating atmosphere in which to discuss,
lecture and generally communicate. Without doubt, we will all hear more of this university's
medical course where general practice is an integral part of the outlook, the proposed teaching
and philosophy.

The westbound group, Drs Pinsent and Kay, visited Alan McFarlane's Unit at McMaster
University, Hamilton, were returned to Toronto and subsequently despatched by plane to
Winnipeg, Manitoba. The centres visited varied according to whether a functioning department
of general practice existed or whether one was at point of birth and in Winnipeg our visit
coincided with just this moment. The visit of the Chapter representative to the first week's
workshop at Muskoka had been delayed on this account. Our hosts showed us a practice in
the prairies, now bare and gold after the harvest, where both excellent hospital and untapped
research opportunities were to be found.

In Saskatoon echoes of the Medicare controversy of the sixties had all but died away and
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again a new department of general practice was at point of birth. This would be able to
develop its research potential through conventional Canadian practice and through the com-
munity clinics which provide well documented medical care, computer assisted, for definable
populations in Saskatoon and Regina. No longer content with the prairies as they are the
inhabitants have built a mountain and to this we were taken; a huge monument to prairie
industry and wealth and an earthmoving feat which will enable the All-Canada Ski Champion-
ships to be held there in 1972.

The flight to Calgary in Alberta is over miles and miles of checkerboard cornlands and
Calgary itself shares with Saskatchewan an intensity of daylight that stops one's camera shutter
down even with the shortest exposure. A department of general practice had been established
here and Professor George McQuitty had arranged a session which included workshops on
the Muskoka model and was well attended at undergraduate and postgraduate levels. A
long drive, too, took us for a brief visit to Banff, where the Rockies even on an overcast day
were as impressive as we had expected, and to Lake Louise, the geologist's ideal of a glacier
lake which might be the ideal of the artist also.

The British Columbia Medical Association was meeting in Vernon and the next flight was
to Kamloops and thence a drive down the Okanagan Valley. A session was held here, well
attended by doctors in the younger age brackets. This feature, the young average age of
Canadian doctors interested in research, had been noted at Muskoka and was repeatedly
observed later, a very encouraging sign. Kamloops airport again, to the last meeting of the
series for this half of the visiting team, in Vancouver itself. A smaller group had been convened
by Dr John Sumner and we gave the last of our apocalyptic performances. The next flights
were back 'over the top' to a fogbound Britain where the dustmen had come out on strike in
our absence.

It is hard to know how to summate the impressions of an odyssey of this kind. We could
not explain why, after some years of comparative dormancy, interest in research had suddenly
caught alight in Canada. The real or imagined atmosphere of stability of general practice
engendered by the introduction of Medicare in all provinces after settling their educational
requirements and setting up a College examination may well be part of the explanation. Some
projects tackled were undoubtedly over-ambitious and some of the mistakes which were fresh
in U.K. minds had been, or might have been committed. We learned that the relevance of
research in practice to environmental studies is as well, or better, understood in Canada than
in U.K. and we returned, all tired maybe, but stimulated and greatly encouraged by what we
had seen and the contacts we had made. The four of us who formed the visiting seminar are
at one in thanking Dr Don Rice and the Canadian College of Family Physicians for what was,
to us, a unique experience, and many members of the Canadian College and several universities
for their unstinted hospitality.

Correspondence
Health Education

Sir,
For an organism to awaken (Journal of the

Royal College of General Practitioners, 1970, 20,
31 1) it must have been asleep but alive. Any
more generative process is either conception or
birth.
During many centuries the doctor was thera-

peutically impotent, using his dynamic interaction
with the patient to provide support, comfort and
care. His major r6le -was in persuading the
patient to await the termination of a self limiting
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pathology, or teaching him to adjust to an
incurable pathology. This is the application of
health education to tertiary prevention.

Although there have been a few outstanding
exceptions, general practitioners as a whole have
neglected any responsibility for health education
in primary prevention. But this is a role that the
general practitioner of today must face, and the
general practitioner of tomorrow will accept.
However, he will be mainly involved as a partici-
pant, and only less frequently as the ubiquitous
leader of old; this position must go to him with


